Abstract Recently we introduced a new version of the perceptual retouch model incorporating two interactive binding operations-binding features for objects and binding the bound feature-objects with a large scale oscillatory system that acts as a mediary for the perceptual information to reach consciousness-level representation. The relative level of synchronized firing of the neurons representing the features of an object obtained after the second-stage synchronizing modulation is used as the equivalent of conscious perception of the corresponding object. Here, this model is used for simulating interaction of two successive featured objects as a function of stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). Model output reproduces typical results of mutual masking-with shortest and longest SOAs first and second object correct perception rate is comparable while with intermediate SOAs second object dominates over the first one. Additionally, with shortest SOAs misbinding of features to form illusory objects is simulated by the model.
Introduction
Often in nature and society a simple rule is in force-who arrives first is the winner and leaves the strongest impression. In visual psychophysics this kind of regularity tends not to be the case. For example when two brief objects are presented from the same visual location in succession the second one tends to win the race for reaching explicit perception (i.e., awareness of the stimulus). In other words, backward masking dominates over forward masking or over equal and successful perception of both successive stimuli (reviews: Breitmeyer and Ö gmen 2006; Bachmann 1994) . Typically the durations of the stimuli are equal to tens of milliseconds (ms) and stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) range from synchronous onset of the stimuli (SOA = 0 ms) up to one hundred or 150 ms. Majority of the theories of masking regard this phenomenon as a result of inhibitory effect exerted by the mask on the processing of the signals of the preceding target stimulus. Howerer, a masking theory is possible where masking results from selective formation of percepts for the explicitly visible stimuli, with inhibition playing a relatively minor role.
In the perceptual retouch theory masking was associated with brain systems necessary for representing perceptual information consciously (Bachmann 1984 (Bachmann , 1994 . The first presented stimulus initiates two processes-(1) the afferent process of encoding of specific stimulus features culminating in the (pre-conscious) cortical representation of the stimulus and (2) a boost of a slower process of thalamocortical modulation applied onto active cortical specific neurons specified in (1). The process (2) is necessary for upgrading the specific cortical activity representing a stimulus so that a consciousness-level representation of that stimulus is formed (Bachmann 1994; Bogen 1995; John 2005; Llinás and Ribary 2001; Magoun 1958; Ribary 2005) . When presentations of some two stimuli alternate rapidly, the second stimulus specific representation benefits more from the first stimulus evoked boost of modulation because when the modulatory presynaptic activity arrives cortex, first stimulus related specific activity has decayed more compared to the following stimulus related, freshly evoked, specific activity. The following stimulus dominates in consciousness.
In a recent study we presented a neural model comprising a network of oscillating model neurons where two types of oscillators were made to interact (Kirt and Bachmann 2012) . The model was basically built from integrate-and-fire model neurons (i.e., level B according to Gerstner et al. 2012) . It was developed bearing in mind the need to model the activity in response to external stimulation, with this activity implemented by specialized neuron groups representing large populations of neurons capable of synchronizing their activity. We opted for relatively large number of model neurons assuming that with large number of neurons intergroup effects can be well obtained (Wang et al. 2011) .
Our simulation-allowing network was theoretically motivated by taking into account what is known about neural systems involved in consciousness level perception. One type of the groups of neurons represented specific features of stimulus objects and a different group had a special role of being the core of the mechanism of perceptual conscious experience. Thalamic neurons capable of modulating the activity of any feature-specific neurons regardless of what are the specific features represented by these neurons functioned as the core modulation mechanism. By synchronization of neurons that stand for different features we modeled binding of features into corresponding featured objects (a first order binding) and by synchronization of the bound object specifying neurons with the nonspecific thalamic oscillator we modeled binding of the (preconscious) featured object with the consciousness-level representation. The model successfully simulated three qualitative effects of fast interaction between successive stimuli-backward masking dominating forward masking, facilitation of the first (masked) stimulus processing when facilitatory priming was used before stimulu were presented, and misbinding of features belonging to different objects to form an illusory object. However, while remaining qualitatively an apt simulation, no attempt was made to simulate a typical masking experiment where level of explicit perception is studied as a function of SOA. The aim of the present model experiment was to run the above mentioned oscillatory neural model (Kirt and Bachmann 2012) by varying the SOAs between two successive featured stimuli and examine whether typical results of the psychophysical (behavioral) masking experiments with human subjects can be successfully simulated.
In the experiments where relative levels of veridical perception of the first stimulus-object (S1) and the second stimulus-object (S2) are studied SOAs are varied typically from very short (e.g., 0 ms) up to about 100 ms. Typically the result is that with very short SOAs S1 and S2 are perceived at a comparable level of correct identification (veridical conscious representation), with intermediate SOAs in the range of 40-60 ms S2 dominates and S1 is relatively less well represented in perception, and with longer SOAs (e.g., 80-150 ms) S1 and S2 are again equally well perceived (Bachmann 1994; Michaels and Turvey 1979) . We put forward the hypothesis that the oscillatory neural model of interaction between successive featured stimulus-objects, when run in the conditions where SOA is systematically varied between short, intermediate and long temporal values, produces the typical above described results of relative perception of S1 and S2-S2 should generally dominate over S1 and this dominance is largest with intermediate SOAs.
In what follows we (1) introduce the main attributes of the neural model, (2) describe the variables involved in the model experiment and (3) present the results of the model experiment.
The basic build of the model
In this work we use the model from the work by Kirt and Bachmann (2012) . Here we present the main features of the model.
The basic unit of the model which is built up from a large population of neurons that have to behave more or less similarly to real neurons consists in leaky integrateand-fire model neurons. [The dynamics of a neuron is described by the equation dV/dt = [ge ? gi -(V -Vr)]/ tau, where V is the membrane potential capable of reaching the firing threshold and tau is the membrane constant. When the membrane potential value exceeds a threshold value, an action potential is generated. After that a reset to a value Vr follows. Any input from an excitatory synapse is described by the equation dge/dt = -ge/tauE; any input from an inhibitory synapse is described by equation dgi/ dt = -gi/tauI. TauE and tauI are excitatory and inhibitory time constants, respectively.] There are two main types of groups of neurons depending on their basic functions in the brain and consistent with the general theoretical notions of the perceptual retouch theory (Bachmann 1997 (Bachmann , 2007 . The features of the objects are represented (encoded) by spiking activity of the feature neurons. The binding of features into corresponding objects is implemented by synchronizing the oscillations in firing rate of the feature neurons. The binding of the featured objects into a consciousness-level representation is implemented by synchronizing oscillations of firing of the feature neurons by firing of the modulating neurons. Two main types of signals are passed around in the network-stimulus-related signals and neuronal background noise. (Noise is typically presumed and implemented in such kind of networks to mimic cerebral reality and to make the model more robust and reliable-e.g., Destexhe 2011; Destexhe and Contreras 2006; Izhikevich and Edelman 2008; Izhikevich et al. 2004; Muresan et al. 2008 . For example, Rolls and Deco 2010, stated that noise and spontaneous firing help to ensure that when a stimulus arrives, some neurons are always very close to threshold and respond rapidly. Among other things, this principle has a high adaptive value for an organism.) All the neurons in the simulation received independent Poisson distributed background noise.
When brief one-time stimulations per input are used, the activity of the model neurons after input application has to decay if no additional inputs follow. The neurons in the model show decaying activity in time. Therefore the input was simulated as an independent and linearly decaying Poisson distributed stream of presynaptic spikes for each neuron. Although, in principle, it is possible to build neuronal oscillator models with re-emergent oscillation without the external stimulation (e.g., Zhang et al. 2010) , our simulated task environment did not require this.
We also used relaying neuron groups (hypothetically located in the non-specific reticulo-thalamic subcortical system and implementing the second order modulating function) enabling to produce zero time lag synchronization among distant cortical neuron groups (Vicente et al. 2008 ). This state is obtained gradually involving phase resetting and inhibitory subcomponents to obtain and maintain oscillations, as is typical for models in this domain (e.g., Jiao and Wang 2009; Liu et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2009 ).
The model output in terms of the relative extent of within-cortical synchronized neuronal firing present in the oscillating activity was used for simulating the probability of conscious identification. An object has higher probability of being explicitly identified (i.e., its active representation stands for a winning representation) when after the impact of modulator the oscillating activity of the feature-neurons of this object have become synchronized to a larger extent compared to the oscillating activity of the feature-neurons of another object. The estimates of the number of synchronously active neurons representing particular object features were used as the modeling equivalent for consciousness-level representations of these objects. (More active object-representations typically inhibit weaker representations. To decide which object is present the rule is to follow the winning representatione.g., Baars and Franklin 2007; Maia and Cleeremans 2005) .
We used Brian simulator of spiking neural networks, written in Python (Goodman and Brette 2008) . The stepby-step operation of the model is available by the source code that can be accessed through the link provided in (Kirt and Bachmann 2012; see ''Appendix'') . The principal architecture of the model is as follows.
1. The input level receiving signals from perceptual objects. 2. The level for representing specific features of the objects. 3. The common non-specific thalamic modulator. 4. The output defining level that provides weights to the relative contributions of featured objects in the oscillating pool of neurons modulated by the synchronizing influence from the non-specific neurons.
Excitatory neurons used in the model belong to three main populations, specified as groups (see Fig. 1 ): (1) the modulator group T_NSP for synchronizing the activity of the feature population (F_r, F_s, F_v, F_h); (2) F_r and F_s representing groups tuned to the same category features belonging to different objects (e.g., category of shapes with r for ring-shape and s for square-shape); (3) F_v and F_h representing groups for another category tuned to features belonging to different objects (e.g., category of object surface grating orientation with v for vertical grating orientation and h for horizontal grating orientation). The stimulation regimen we used in modeling is as follows: two objects with conjunction of two features in each are presented-a disc with its surface filled with vertical stripes of the grating and a square with its surface filled in with horizontal stripes of the grating. Feature (F) level neurons are connected to the consolidating population (H). All excitatory neurons are connected to the local inhibitory group (Re_NSP for modulating group, In for feature groups) which is necessary for activating oscillations; the feature neurons and consolidating neurons get pair-wise additional lateral inhibitory input (Ba_rs and Ba_vh for feature neurons; Ba_H for consolidating neurons). The latter aspect initiates a winner-take-all mechanism. It is possible to model an interaction of two completely featurewise different successive objects (e.g., a vertical-striped disc and a horizontal-striped square) by simulating respective feature-representing oscillations, modulated by the common oscillator T_NSP with the outcome dependent on time constants that characterize the work of the oscillators.
Pre-tuning of the network was done by appropriately choosing the parameter values for the probability of connections between local groups and for the probability of connections between distant groups. All neurons receive uncorrelated Poisson distributed random noise. The neurons in the modulator and feature groups get an additional linearly decaying Poissonian input within a pre-specified time-frame set after onset of stimulation.
The two feature-neuron groups belonging to the same object were activated with asynchrony set at 2 ms. Bin size in counting synchronicity of spiking of any pair of neurons was set to 0.2 ms.
In Fig. 2 a raster plot of firing of neurons from different types of neuron groups is shown. This is an example taken from the condition where the model was run with 40 ms ISI between inputs applied to two temporally paired feature groups and with applying modulation. Clear oscillations in spiking have emerged. The oscillatory synchrony count for the spiking of feature neurons (constituting objects) depends (1) on the first order synchronization (synchrony between any features when no modulation from T_NSP is applied) and (2) on the second order synchronization when the effect of T_NSP is added.
The main aim of the experiment is to model interaction of the signals from successively presented featured objects S1 and S2 by varying stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between them and measuring the relative level of synchronous firing of feature neurons as a function of SOA. We aim to simulate perceptual interaction of S1 and S2 typically observed in experiments with human subjects where with shortest SOAs S1 and S2 are equally well perceived (modeled here as comparable level of oscillatory synchrony of the corresponding feature neurons), with intermediate SOAs S2 dominates in perception (modeled here as higher rate of synchronous firing for S2 representing feature neurons compared to S1) and with longest SOAs S1 and S2 perception is at an equal level again (modeled here as comparable level of oscillatory synchrony of S1 and S2 constituent feature neurons).
Simulation experiment
The functioning of the model in the experimental context In order to emulate presentation of two successive objects for the perceptual system, two streams of spikes as inputs were given-one to the neurons of feature groups for which the role of representing features of S1 was reserved and the other input to the neurons of feature groups standing for S2. Each object consists of two features-shape (e.g., disc or square) and surface grating orientation (e.g., vertical or horizontal). Thus, four different objects can be formed in the 2 9 2 feature space. The successively presented objects were always different. Each feature of a stimulus-object is represented by an oscillatory activity of a group of sensory Fig. 1 Principal groups of excitatory and inhibitory neurons of the oscillatory network used for the simulation experiment. Nonspecific modulator in thalamus (T_NSP), specific feature areas in visual cortex (F_r, …, F_h), and higher consolidating areas in cortex (H_rv, H_sh) are the principal components of the architecture. Modulator group T_NSP synchronizes activity of the feature groups (F_r, F_s, F_v, F_h) . F_r and F_s represent groups tuned to same category different features-r-disc and s-square. F_v and F_h represent another category groups tuned to same category different features-v vertical and h horizontal stripes. F-level neurons are connected to the consolidating group neurons (H_). All excitatory neurons are connected to the local inhibitory group (R_NSP for modulating group, In _r, In _s, In _v, In _h for feature groups, In_rv and In_sh for consolidating groups) and the feature neurons and consolidating neurons get pairwise additional inhibitory input (Ba_rs and Ba_vh for feature neurons; Ba_H for consolidating neurons). In modeling interaction of two completely feature-wise different successive stimulus objects causing inputs P (e.g., P_rv and P_sh representing, respectively, stimuli S1 and S2) we simulate respective feature-representing oscillations as modulated in turn by the common oscillator T_NSP feature neurons. Perceptual representation of the presented object is achieved by synchronizing the oscillatory activities of the neuronal groups representing the features that are part of that object. This is first order binding by oscillatory synchrony by which stimulus content-a combination of features constituting that stimulus-object-is represented. Post stimulus delay of the first-order oscillations is short. Because no additional input signaling of these specific contents is presented, oscillating activity decays in time after S1 or S2 presentation. [This level of neuronal oscillation uses feature level F excitatory neuron groups (F_r, F_s, F_v, F_h, representing, respectively, disc shape, square shape, vertical grating, horizontal grating).] Oscillating spiking activity of the specific representational neurons (level F neurons in the model) is modulated in turn by nonspecific thalamo-cortical neuron groups (modulator group T_NSP in the model). This serves the function of second order binding by added synchronization in order to integrate feature-content-neurons' activity with the global cortical synchronized activity. Theoretically, the global synchronized activity stands for conscious experience of the multi-object perceptual scene; neuronal groups mastering second order binding by additional synchronizing input are located in the so-called non-specific thalamus, exemplified by the T_NSP module in the model.
Presentation of S1 and S2 initiates two binding operations-first-order binding by synchronization of the oscillating neural activity (with fast post-stimulus delay) and second order synchronization of the oscillating activity with a longer post-stimulus delay. Second order binding is universal and featurally non-specific: when initiated by presentation of a specific stimulus-object, the oscillatory binding activity also has an effect on specific oscillatory activity that represents some other stimulus-object. The modulator group T_NSP acts as a common source of modulation for all specific feature groups F.
The modulator group's oscillatory modulation that was initiated by signals form the first stimulus is relatively delayed and takes effect at a later time epoch. Its result is expected to depend on SOA between S1 and S2. Thus, with intermediate SOAs modulation becomes applied when the synchronized oscillations of the level F neuron group features of S2 (e.g., F_s and F_h) have high power (S2 has been just ''freshly'' presented) while the oscillatory activity of the level F neuron group features of S1 (e.g., F_r and F_v) has decayed already more. Consequently, the number of synchronously active neurons representing S2 features is expected to be larger than the number of synchronously active neurons representing S1 features. As a result, level H consolidating neurons get stronger input for deciding in favor of S2 response over S1 response. With very short and with the longest SOA we did not have a firm experimental prediction as for the model behavior and we wanted to test whether the model will produce results similar to human subjects in psychophysical experiments-S1 and S2 related oscillating synchrony count being at a comparable level.
Procedure and variables
We presented two successive stimuli S1 and S2 by varying SOA between four temporal values: 20, 40, 60, and 80 ms. With each of these SOA values we run 60 trials of model simulation. Number of simultaneously active (spiking) neurons representing object features (S1 features, S2 features, illusory object features) as a function of temporal order of objects (S1 vs S2) and SOA was the principal dependent measure. Model subject has to report the stimulus with highest perceptual clarity. In the simulation trials, inputs representing presentation of S1 features (F_r, F_v, i.e., a disc with vertical stripes) and inputs representing presentation of S2 features (F_s, F_h, i.e., a square with horizontal stripes) were successively applied with SOA varying between the above given values. Modulator group effect was applied beginning 60 ms after the S1 input which emulates the naturally slower delay of the non-specific thalamo-cortical oscillatory modulation that begins to take effect at the cortical level later than the effects of specific feature neurons occur.
Results
To test the hypotheses, relative levels of the synchronous spiking counts of the feature neurons belonging to S1 compared to those of S2 were assessed as a function of SOA. With SOA = 20 ms the count of synchronous spikes of features constituting S2 was by 31.17 spikes higher than that for S1 on the average; with SOA = 40 ms this value was 143.13, with SOA = 60 ms it was 314.95, and with SOA = 80 ms this value of the difference in synchronous spiking between within-S2 and within-S1 features was small again-64.50. We see that the results are consistent with the main hypothesis. ANOVA showed that the effect of order of stimuli (S1 vs S2) substantiating S2 dominance over S1 was significant (F(1, 59) = 14.83, p \ 0.0003, g p 2 = 0.201) as well as was the effect of SOA (F(3, 177) = 3.37, p \ 0.020, g p 2 = 0.054). Larger SOA values tended to increase synchronous firing of the feature neurons belonging to the same object. Interaction between order of stimuli and SOA was also significant (F(3, 177) = 4.26, p \ 0.006, g p 2 = 0.067). Post hoc analysis by paired comparisons of S2 related versus S1 related synchronous firing counts for each SOA value showed that out of the four SOA values two SOAs produced significant differences and two other SOAs did not. The pattern of these results corresponds to the hypothesis: with SOA = 20 ms the S2 and S1 related synchronous firing rates were virtually equal (t(60) = -0.481, p = 0.632, Cohen's d = 0.06); with SOA = 40 ms the S2 related synchronicity count exceeded that of S1 (t(60) = -2.014, p \ 0.049, Cohen's d = 0.260); with SOA = 60 ms the S2 related synchronicity advantage became robust (t(60) = -5.363, p \ 0.000001, Cohen's d = 0.692); with SOA = 80 ms significance of the S1 and S2 related synchronicity difference disappeared (t(60) = -1.051, p = 0.298, Cohen's d = 0.136). (See Fig. 3 for an example of counted synchronous firing obtained in a typical trial leading to higher synchrony for S2 than for S1 features.)
In addition to the main results we also noticed that with shortest SOAs there were some cases where the count of synchronous spikes between features belonging to different objects (e.g., shape from S2 and grating orientation from S1) was larger than the count of synchronous spiking for ''veridical'', within-object feature pairings. Thus, with SOA = 20, there were total of 9 misbindings (among 60 trials) and with SOA = 40 ms there was one case of misbinding showing larger synchronicity value compared to ''veridical'' binding. With SOA = 60 and SOA = 80 ms no instances of misbinding were observed.
Finally, to analyze the results also in terms of the amount of spikes exceeding a liminal value as a function of SOA we did the following calculation. The mean and mode of the synchronicity counts for object-bound feature neurons' firing was approximately 1,200 spikes (the data from running the model in the present experiment). This level of synchronous spiking was taken as a conventional value for the threshold, above which synchronous spiking corresponds to the activity sufficient for conscious awareness of that particular perceptual content. This threshold value was subtracted from the actual values of synchronicity counts generated when the model experiment was run and do this comparatively for S1-and S2-related feature combinations. Then the number of cases where this difference was positive, i.e., the stimulus was above threshold, was counted. In Fig. 4 the results of this procedure are shown, presented as a function of SOA. We see that with SOA = 20 ms the number of S1-and S2-related, within-object, abovethreshold synchronicity cases was virtually equal, but with increasing SOA S2 dominance was established. By virtue of this analysis we seem to succeed in two things at once-(i) simulate typical behavioral results of S1/S2 interaction in mutual masking and (ii) do not violate the neurobiological reality of pre-conscious brain processes in that neural activities at the pre-conscious level are rather strong and to a large extent similar to the processes that lead to conscious perception.
Discussion
In explicit visual perception of spatially overlapping successive objects, S1 and S2, the second one tends to dominate in subjects' awareness (Michaels and Turvey 1979; Bachmann 1994; Breitmeyer and Ö gmen 2006) . This effect is present in the range of SOAs between about 30 and 100 ms. The relatively long inter-stimulus delays allowing the masking effect and the fact that in the corresponding behavioral experiments subjects typically produce their responses within about 0.5-2 s means that modeling of these types of perceptual and immediate visual-memory phenomena should be correspondingly implemented. Brief transient stimuli should evoke a relatively persistent activity of the network, but at the same time implement biologically realistic behavior of individual neurons (e.g., Liang et al. 2010 ). Our own model follows this tradition. Here, we tested whether the computational model of explicit perception of featured objects capitalizing on two-stage synchronization of the oscillating activity of the object-specific feature neurons (Kirt and Bachmann 2012) can produce similar results when SOA is varied approximately in the same range. The result was affirmative: except with the shortest SOA, S2 related synchronicity count exceeded the S1 related synchronicity count (significantly so with SOAs of 40 and 60 ms), simulating typical results from behavioral experiments. The results of the model experiment are consistent with the developed version of the perceptual retouch theory (Bachmann 2007; Kirt and Bachmann 2012) like it was implemented in the corresponding computational model. Oscillating activity of the neuron groups executing first-order (pre-conscious) binding of features into objects through synchronization was also modulated by the neuron groups exerting a second-order synchronizing modulation on these first-order feature groups. The second-order synchronization is conceptualized as the non-specific thalamic operation necessary for integration of the pre-conscious object representations with consciousness. For producing the typical combined effects of stimulus temporal order and SOA, especially the second-order oscillatory sub-process is crucial.
If we observed the absolute values of synchronicity counts (ranging between hundreds and about two thousand instances of inter-object synchronous spikes) and compared them with differences between S1 and S2 related synchronous spiking estimates then this difference turned out to be not very big. Therefore, one would argue that the relatively small increase in neural efficiency may not be sufficient to produce any dramatic effects on comparative S1 versus S2 perception. This objection can be parried by an argument from the basic notion of the winner-take-all mechanism: even a slight difference in input to two competing populations of neurons that have common inhibitory neurons could initiate the action of the winner-take-all mechanism so that at the response level the differences in relative stimulus effects will be substantial. Fig. 3 An example of the synchronous firing count from a typical trial leading to higher synchrony for S2 than for S1 features by synchronizing within-object feature neurons and the corresponding cross-correlogram on the right. Oscillating firing rate of separate feature neurons shown by green and blue graph lines, synchronicity count shown by red graph lines. Horizontal grating embedded in the square shape (i.e., feature conjunctions for S2; see the second panel from bottom) enjoys higher measured oscillating synchrony count for its features compared to vertical grating embedded in the disc shape features (i.e., feature conjunctions for S1; see the lowermost panel). The cross-correlogram indicates that the synchrony between the features disc and vertical grating (i.e., S1) is diverged from the initial 2 ms delays between the features but indicating almost ideally synchronized activity between the features of square and horizontal grating (i.e., S2). (To follow the color legends here and subsequently please use the online version of the article.) Fig. 4 Number of cases where within-object feature neurons' synchronous firing count exceeded the conventional awarenessthreshold value of 1,200, drawn separately for S1 and S2 data. With SOA = 20 ms, S1 and S2 related feature neuron groups show virtually equal number of cases where synchronicity counts exceeded the threshold, with larger SOAs S2 related above-threshold synchronicity appeared more often Cogn Neurodyn (2013) 7: 465-475 471 There is one more argument against the worry that the relatively large values of synchronicity counts for the perceptual representations termed to be masked disqualify our model. It is well known that pre-conscious processing of visual stimuli (including in masking experiments) invokes quite extended brain activations that in many cases are compatible with activations associated with conscious perception (Aru et al. 2012; Bogen 1995; Damasio and Meyer 2009; Dehaene and Changeux 2011; Lamme 2010; Wyart and Tallon-Baudry 2008) . This means that only a critical, non-substantial incremental step may be needed for crossing the consciousness limen for object-related perceptual data (as represented by neuronal activity). To illustrate this, we analyzed the results also in terms of the amount of spikes exceeding a liminal value and plotted this as a function of SOA (see Fig. 4 ). The outcome was behaviorally realistic, mimicking typical inter-object masking.
With small SOA values instances of illusory misbinding occurred simulating how binding by synchronization can specify perceived objects that are inconsistent with real objects. Misbinding has been mostly demonstrated for features present in spatially separated objects, explained by failures of attention and/or reentrant top-down control within the cortical domain, and examined in workingmemory operations (e.g., Braet and Humphreys 2009; Gorgoraptis et al. 2011; Koivisto and Silvanto 2012; Seymour et al. 2009 ). However, misbinding of features from different objects occurs also in the perception of spatially overlapping and rapidly alternating successive stimuli (Hommuk and Bachmann 2009 ) and can be explained also by the processes unfolding in an oscillatory interaction between cortical specific and sub-cortical non-specific nodes (Kirt and Bachmann 2012 ; the present study).
Originally, the retouch model consisted in bifurcating channels of upstream feedforward signaling with a delayed effect of one of the channels on a common end-stage (Bachmann 1994 (Bachmann , 1997 . The developed retouch model used here (Kirt and Bachmann 2012 ) also includes top-down signaling because neural oscillators capitalize on recurrent effects. The main difference from the other conceptualizations based on reentrant motifs and explaining dominance of S2 in masking and feature (mis)binding in other paradigms (Braet and Humphreys 2009; Di Lollo et al. 2000; Gorgoraptis et al. 2011; Koivisto and Silvanto 2012; Lamme 2010; Pascual-Leone and Walsh 2001; Seymour et al. 2009 ) is that our model is not restricted to cortical processes. We use the notion of non-specific thalamic modulation. There are also some other recent works indicating that the ''cortical chauvinism'' in studying and interpreting synchronizing processes involved in selective attentional/consciousness processing may be over-e.g., Saalmann et al. (2012) .
The present model is not a full (''self-sufficient'') model because there is no neural component in it that-based on reading out the relative value of the synchronicity signals with using the module H-decides for determining the response selection and executes the choice of the response. Maybe a Bayesian-domain rebuild or updating of the model would be useful so as to take into account the changing probabilities of S1 and S2 successful processing dependent on SOA values (e.g., probability of successful non-modulated processing varying with SOA and probability of one stimulus throughput conditioned on the level of the other stimulus throughput). On the other hand, as the interactive oscillatory neuronal groups will remain the central core of the model and the dependence of the output of the model (even when updated with supplementary modules for probabilistic weighing and response execution) on the operation of this core is straightforward, its development will not change its basic way of work.
Another limitation of the present conceptualization is related to the still debatable role of oscillations and synchrony of neural discharges in (conscious) perception and attention. There are many works showing correlation between power and/or synchrony in neural activity present within some frequency band such as found in alpha-, betaand gamma activity on the one hand and efficient visual processing on the other hand (Aru and Bachmann 2009a, b; Busch et al. 2009; Bosman et al. 2012; Hanslmayr et al. 2007; Klimesch et al. 2007; Martinovic et al. 2007; Mathewson et al. 2008; Melloni et al. 2007; Ohla et al. 2007; Saalmann et al. 2012; Schmid et al. 2012; Summerfield et al. 2002; Womelsdorf et al. 2006; Wyart and Tallon-Baudry 2008) . This suits our model well. However, recently some new data have been presented showing that the neural responses correlating with efficient explicit perception indicate a broadband increase in power and that power increase as a correlate of successful perception is not universal, but depends on the type of the dependent measure (Aru et al. 2012) . In some studies successful post-stimulus visual processing is accompanied by desynchronization (e.g., van der Togt et al. 2006) . Moreover, as Ray and Maunsell (2010) have argued, the actual variability in gamma band responses of the visual cortex neurons as a result of change in stimulus contrast restricts their possible use in computation. Furthermore, in target-stimulus masking when inferotemporal neurons' firing is recorded the stimulus-dependent synchrony carries information about the stimulus which is a mere 5 % of what is available from the raw counts of spike frequency, which makes synchrony an inefficient means of neural communication (Rolls 2007) . Firing rate, the number of spikes in a short time window has been shown to be a robust code because as applied to different neurons it is virtually independent for small populations of neurons (Rolls and Treves 2011) . The information can be read fast from such encoding, which is not mostly the case with establishing and reading out synchrony information (Rolls and Treves 2011) . All this motivates questioning whether band-specific oscillatory synchrony of the neural responses indeed is a correlate of successful conscious perception. If not, the core assumption of our model-that non-specific thalamic oscillatory modulation of the synchrony of feature neurons is the mechanism of upgrading to consciousness-may become invalidated.
What can be said in defence of the synchronization of oscillatory activity as the means of successful perception in natural neural systems and as the core modulating mechanism in a model simulation like the one used here? It is obvious that in the studies that have not found support for the synchronization hypothesis only a few brain locations were assessed to record synchronous firing and thus some important locations between which synchronous activity is meaningfully related to efficient explicit perception may have been overlooked. Most of the data casting doubt on the synchronicity hypothesis has been produced by invasive electrode recordings from certain extremely restricted locations. This may not produce results that are meaningful from the point of view of a large scale, gross neural activity. (Also, among millions of possible neurons the ones selected may not be involved in the assemblies that are critical for synchrony based binding.) Also, given the same number of neurons in populations with oscillating activity it has been shown that synchronization status of the neurons is considerably dependent on the network patterns (Qu et al. 2012) . Thus, it is easy to overlook some relevant and biologically substantiated ones. Furthermore, a broad-band response may be related to many different processes involved in responding to stimuli and the contribution of the processes responsible for synchronicity-binding may be obscured. (Here, it is necessary to notice that power of the synchronicity-binding neurons' responses may be accompanied by an increased power of the neurons carrying out some other functions at post-stimulus time epochs.) Finally, Kirt and Bachmann (2012) tested whether a simple increase in firing rate of their model neurons by applying a 1.5 times stronger input would not produce same or better results compared to the synchronizing second-order modulation. They found that synchronization was still a better predictor of the qualitative results that were modelled.
Conclusions
We tested whether the quantitative perceptual retouch model of specific/non-specific interaction based on the synchronizing effects of the general-purpose thalamic modulator on the oscillatory activity of feature neurons (Kirt and Bachmann 2012) can be used for simulating conscious perception of the successive, spatially overlapping stimuli and expressed as a function of varying SOA. Similarly to typical psychophysical functions, S2 dominated S1 with intermediate SOAs, but with short and long SOAs the synchronicity count of the within-object feature neurons was comparable for S1 and S2. At the same time the model has its limitations and this suggests its further development. It is crucial to (1) monitor new research on the function of the frequency band specific neural responses in predetermining successful perception in order to ascertain the general validity of the binding-bysynchronization, hypothesis and if this hypothesis is supported (even though restrictively for some specific or limited conditions) then (2) enhance the model.
Materials and methods
In the model we used leaky integrate-and-fire neurons. The parameter values were initially adapted from the works of (Gollo et al. 2009; Vicente et al. 2008) . The specifications that follow are drawn from Kirt and Bachmann (2012) . The simulation time scale is used whose 5 ms time correspond to 1 ms time in the experimental time scale that is used in all the rest of the paper.
In the model two types of neurons-excitatory and inhibitory-were used (Table 1) . Each excitatory group of neurons consisted of 600 neurons and inhibitory group consisted of 150 neurons. The network in total consisted of 5,700 neurons. The connections between the groups are visualized in Fig. 1 (main text) and corresponding connection probabilities and delays are given in Table 2 .
To implement background noise we connected each neuron to independent Poisson process that was firing in a frequency of 4,900 Hz and had synaptic efficacy 0.37 mV. The background noise causes unconnected excitatory neurons to fire in 1 Hz frequency. The input to feature areas and nonspecific modulatory group is also simulated as Poisson process that fires 150 ms in a constant level (200 Hz) and then linearly decays to zero in 500 ms of simulation time. For the T_NSP group the same procedure was applied twice. Neuronal activity caused by such a method resembles the recordings of the spike trains of single neurons in the temporal lobe visual cortical areas of rhesus macaques (Tovée et al. 1993 ). The first stimulus was activated at 200 ms and the second stimulus at 500 ms after starting the simulation in simulation time. It corresponds to 40 and 100 ms in experimental time, respectively. There is also a short delay (10 ms in simulation time) applied between activation of two features of one stimulus. The state of the network is sampled at a rate of 0.1 ms.
Software aspects
For the program source code please use the link provided in the online version of Kirt and Bachmann (2012) article. C TF connection from T_NSP group to excitatory and inhibitory neurons of feature groups (F and In), C FF connections from feature group to excitatory neurons of higher consolidating group, C FI connections from feature group to inhibitory neurons of higher consolidating group, C FT connections from feature group to modulating group (T_NSP, Re_NSP), C BaF internal connections from Basket group to feature group, C FBa internal connections from feature group to Basket group, C T internal connections in modulation population, C F internal connections in feature and higher consolidation population
